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Revised Classification of Daffodils 1977 
The classification of a daffodil cu If var shall  he  based  on the description and 
measurements submitted by the person  registering  the Viil !Ply  ,  Or shall be the 
classification submitted by such person. 

2. Colours applicable to the description of daffodil cultivars  are abbreviated as 
follows: 
W—while or whitish; G—green; 	 P—pink; 0 --orange, R  —red 

3 For purposes of description, the daffodil flower shall be  divided into perianth 
and corona. 

4 The perianth shall be described by the letter or letters of the  colour  code  most 
appropriate. 

5. The corona shall be divided into three zones: an eye-zone, a mid-zone, and 
the edge or rim. Suitable coded colour descriptions shall describe these three 
zones, beginning with the eye-zone and extending to the rim. 

6. The letter or letters of the colour code most accurately describing the 
perianth shall follow the division designation. 

7. The letters of the colour code most accurately describing the zones of the 
corona shall then follow, from the eye-zone to the rim separated from the 
perianth letters by a hyphen. In Division 4, the letters of the colour code most 
accurately describing the admixture of petals and petaloids replacing the 
corona shall follow in proper order. using 3, 2, or 1 colour codes as appropriate. 

8. If the corona is substantially of a single colour, a single letter of the colour 
code shall describe it. 
Using these basic requirements, daffodils may be classified as follows: 

DIVISION 1: TRUMPET DAFFODILS OF GARDEN ORIGIN 
Distinguishing characters: One flower to a stem; trumpet or corona as long or 
longer than the perianth segments. 

DIVISION 2: LONG-CUPPED DAFFODILS OF GARDEN ORIGIN 
Distinguishing characters: One Hower to a stem; cup or corona more than 
one-tnird, but less than equal to the length of the perianth segments. 

DIVISION 3: SHORT-CUPPED DAFFODILS OF GARDEN ORIGIN 
Distinguishing characters: One flower to a stem; cup or corona not more than 
one-third the length of the perianth segments. 

DIVISION 4: DOUBLE DAFFODILS OF GARDEN ORIGIN 
Distinguishing characters: Double flowers. 

DIVISION 5: TRIANDRUS DAFFODILS OF GARDEN ORIGIN 
Distinguishing characters: Characteristics of Narcissus Irlandrus predominant. 

DIVISION 6: CYCLAMINEUS DAFFODILS OF GARDEN ORIGIN 
Distinguishing characters: Characteristics of Narcissus cyclamineus pre-
dominant. 

DIVISION 7: JONOUILLA DAFFODILS OF GARDEN ORIGIN 
Distinguishing characters: Characteristics of the Narcissus jonquilla group 
predominant. 

DIVISION 8: TAZETTA DAFFODILS OF GARDEN ORIGIN 
Distinguishing characters. Characteristics of the Narcissus tezetla group 
predominant. 

DIVISION 9: POETICUS DAFFODILS OF GARDEN ORIGIN 
Distinguishing characters: Characteristics of the Narcissus porlicus group 
predominant. 

DIVISION 10: SPECIES AND WILD FORMS AND WILD HYBRIDS 
, All species and wild or reputedly wild forms and hybrids. Double forms of these 
varieties are included. 

DIVISION 11: SPLIT-CORONA DAFFODILS OF GARDEN ORIGIN 
Distinguishing characters. Corona split for at least one-third of ito length. 

DIVISION 12: MISCELLANEOUS DAFFODILS 
All daffodils not falling into any one of the foregoing Divisions. 

INTRODUCING A NEW DAFFODIL TEAM 

The formation of Koanga Daffodils brings together two major daffodil growing 
families — Peter and Lesley Ramsay and Max and Kath Hamilton. In this our first 
modest catalogue we offer a selection of the world's finest exhibition varieties. We 
have tried to give honest descriptions and to avoid the lyricism sometimes found in 
daffodil catalogues. We are quite willing to give further advice if requested — there 
is no extra charge for such advice! 

The Ramsays and Hamiltons bring a wealth of experience to daffodil growing, 
Peter has exhibited for over 30 years, and in the last decade, aided and abetted by 
Lesley, has had considerable show bench success. Included in their victories are the 
British Raisers Gold Cup (four times from five entries) and the New Zealand Open 
Championship (four times from four entries). Virtually all of the major open 
trophies bear their name more than once. Exhibiting will remain one of their main 
responsibilities in the new partnership, with the show beds of carefully selected 
bulbs being planted at 21 Cranwell Place, Hamilton. Max has also had his show vic-
tories but in recent years he has concentrated on raising seedlings and acting as one 
of New Zealand's senior judges. He has set very high standards in both fields and 
many hundreds of his and Peter's raisings are in the pipeline at his Gordonton 
farmlet, where the surplus named stock is also located. To date only one of Max's 
seedlings has been named, Red Cameo, but already it has a string of premiers at 
local and national level to its credit. Several more are due for naming and release as 
stocks permit. Kath completes the team. She has a good deal of daffodil organisa-
tional skill in her background and has a flair for arrangements. This ability we hope 
will stand us in good stead for the trade stands we propose to mount at various 
shows. 

Our beds are inspected twice annually by officials from the Ministry of 
Agriculture who also take soil samples for analysis. In addition, any export bulbs 
are inspected for the purpose of photosanitary certification. This was once a free ser-
vice but from April 1, 1985 a new "user pays" policy will be in place. A small charge 
will therefore need to be made on overseas orders. 

We are very careful about health and hygiene in the handling of the bulbs. All 
receive a post lift dip in formalin. As we operate a two-year cycle of lifting, the bulbs 
also receive a biennial hot water treatment at temperatures advised in Rosewarne 
publications. Before planting a further cold dip in an insecticide (Aldrex) and 
fungicide (Benlate) is administered. 

We do not carry large stocks of any variety and are genuine in our statements "on-
ly a few to go!" Orders will be filled in strict rotation, And if you do not wish to 
have alternatives please indicate clearly on the form provided. 
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Name 

Seeding 
Number 

Division 
and 
Colour Code 

. 	Raiser 

Seed Parent 

Country 

Flowering 
Time 

Pollen 
Parent 

Flowering Times (in a "normal" season in the Waikato!) 

1. Last fortnight of August 
2. First week of September 
3. Second week of September 
4. Last fortnight of September 
5. First week of October 

For information on divisions and colour coding, see inside front cover. 

We are also pleased to announce that we are the New Zealand agents for 
Rathowen Daffodils of Northern Ireland. A special arrangement has been struck 
with them and for those wishing to try their hands at acclimitising daffodils, a 
chance now exists to do so for a modest outlay. We do, of course, already have 
many of Rathowen's bulbs fully acclimitised and will be offering them regularly in 
future catalogues. Again, advice in this field costs nothing. 

SPECIAL COLLECTIONS 
FOR THE BEGINNER 

We appreciate that selecting bulbs is often difficult for the aspirant exhibitor. 
Leave it to us and we will supply TEN varieties from our catalogue at HALF PRICE. 
The total price will be under $50.00. This offer is restricted to novice growers only. 

Finally visitors are welcome at both our properties. As daffodil growing is only 
part of our work, weekends are preferred. However, other times are available by 
prior appointment. 

Do come — we enjoy sharing our madness with others! 

PETER, MAX, KATH, LESLEY 

Our addresses: 
Peter and Lesley Ramsay, 21 Cranwell Place, Hamilton. Phone 62-119 
Max and Kath Hamilton, Boyd Road, R.D.1, Hamilton. Phone 293-609 

The following information is supplied for each variety when known: 

ABBEY GOLD (47/55) 1YY (0'1Vlore, N.Z.) 3 Cromarty x Bfllali  

FOR THE ADVANCED AMATEUR 
A similar offer to the above, but rather more select bulbs of our choice. Again, 

half catalogue price, ten bulbs, total not exceeding $90.00. 

MIXED COLLECTIONS 
We offer high quality bulbs in our mixed collections. We guarantee 100 flowers 

from these collections providing they are planted within two weeks of receipt. Very 
limited numbers to go. $30.00 per 100. $20 per 50 plus postage. 

COLOUR CODED COLLECTIONS 
We can supply collections according to colour code. Available in all yellow, all 

white, red cups, pink cups. Few to go. $5.00 per 10 plus postage. 

ABBEY GOLD (47/55) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Cron-tarty x Billali 
A true trumpet daffodil, the ace of spades petals are broad and overlapping. The 
trumpet is long and even with a lovely roll. Arctic Gold colour throughout. 
Recommended. Several premier awards. 	 $15.00 

ABEBE 2WW (Glover, Aus.) 2 
This fairly recent addition to our collection has the thickest petals of any we 
grow. They overlap in both minors and at back. Frilly, very pretty cup which un-
fortunately often catches the petals. Our experience leads us to believe that when 
settled this fault will disappear — we remember Akala doing the same. Only one 
or two to go. $30.00 

ACHDUART 3YR (Lea, U.K.) 4 (Spry x Carbineer) x Vulcan A.M. 
One of the finest cultivars we grow. Best bloom awards at National level in U.K., 
U.S.A., and N.Z. Every bloom is show worthy. The flowers are beautifully form- 
ed with slightly reflexed soft gold perianth and nicely expanded cup of deep red. 
This represents the best of the late John Lea's cultivars and will remain a show 
winner in years to come. You may buy this cheaper in N.Z. but our stock im- 
ported direct from Dunley Hall is well acclimatised and healthy. Very few to go. 

$50.00 
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ADIOS (101/72) 3YR (Jackson, Aus.) 2 65/66 x Dimity 
A large reputation in Australia, attractive flower with broad yellow petals with 
faint flush of red. Smallish cup is bright red. Cover as burns in strong sun. $9.00 

AKALA 1YY (Jackson, Aus.) 2 Jobi x seedling 
The 'Banker' of our early trumpets. Very consistent and reliable. This cultivar 
opens small but grows well on the plant. Seldom nicks owing to the straight, 
pristine cup which has a slight roll only. The petals are shovel shaped, much 
overlapped mid-yellow throughout. Highly recommended with too many awards 
to its credit to list. $8.00 

ASHANTI 2YR (Bell, N.Z.) 3 Checkmate x Falstaff 
This South Island variety came to us with a great reputation but is far from the 
most consistent in our garden. However, the occasional beauty and its breeding 
potential has earned it a continuing place in our show beds. Very vigorous —
useful for novice growers especially. Many awards in the South. $4.00 

ATRO 2YR(Jackson, Aus.) 2 54 x Dimity 
A very large, brightly coloured variety. The perianth overlaps forming an almost 
round background to the nicely serrated, even cup. Has taken many premiers in 
Australia and New Zealand. Essential in all collections. Few to go. 	$25.00 

ANITRA 1WW (Jackson, Aus.) 1-2 (Astor x Sdg) x Tranquil 
This variety will remain one of our favourites as it was our first best bloom at the 
National Show. Pure white shovel shaped petals provide the backdrop for the 
well rolled long cup. Seldom nicks, very consistent. Not the easiest of varieties to 
grow but we have a good, clean stock. Highly recommended and becoming 
scarce. Few to go. $25.00 

AOTEA 7YR (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Revelry x jonquilla 
A neat flower in a scarcely populated division. Two to three flowers carried on a 
strong stem, We have shown this flower regularly under number. 	$10.00 

APRIL CLOUDS (R33/3) 3WW (Mitsch, U.S.A.) 4 Green Island x Chinese White 
Tall stemmed large white flowers with well rounded flat perianth and small 
crinkled cup lying flat on the petals. Good show variety. $5.00 

ARIEL 3W-Y00 (Richardson, U.K.) 4 Blarney's Daughter x (Tuskar Light x Green 
Island) 

One of our favourites, and perhaps the most consistent small cup. The pure white 
petals are complemented by the banded orange-apricot cup. Shown often in our 
winning Small Cup collections, and takes more than its share of premiers at late 
shows. Vigorous. $10.00 

ARKLE 1YY (Richardson, U.K.) 3 Yellow Idol x 298 
One of the largest yellow trumpets of mid yellow colouring. The flower is borne 
on a long stem. Marvellous bulbs and constitution. Best when picked fresh other-
wise becomes coarse. Has won Champion Bloom Awards in N.Z. as recently as 
1982. $7.00 

AUDUBON 3WP (Mitsch, U.S.A.) 3-4 (Interim x Mabel Taylor) x Caro Nome 
A famous American variety representing a new colour break of rose-pink. Often 
used in U.S.A. raised classes, much liked by visitors to our gardens. Good stock, 
solid bulb. Very useful for beginners. 	 $3.00 

BANDIT 2WYOO (Brogden, N.Z.) 3 -4 Kowhiri x Green Island 
We rank this as one of the best raised by Bill Brogden. Difficult to classify as some 
years comes without the orange toning in its broad expanding cup. Its perianth is 
near perfect with large shovel shaped, much overlapping petals. Our stock is very 
healthy, vigorous foliage and excellent bulbs. A must in every collection. $30.00 

BAR NONE 1WY (Phillips, N:Z.) 1-2 
One of the late Phil Phillips' best releases. Broad, overlapping perianth of silky 
substance. The cup is pure yellow, excellent contrast and form, very frilly. Many 
Premier Bloom Awards. Bulbs are large and solid. A must in every collection ; 

 also proving to be an outstanding seed parent. We have a good stock hence the 
low price. $5.00 

BAYARD 1YY (Richardson, U.K.) 4 (Royalist x Crocus) x Goldcourt 
A brightly coloured true trumpet, much under-rated in our view. Also a very 
good breeder — the parent of many top 1YY and 2YY varieties. 	$5.00 

BEN HEE 2WW (Lea, U.K.) 3 Easter Moon x Omeath A.M. 
Pure white medium sized flowers carried on a good stem. Has won many prizes 
overseas and viewed by the late John Lea as one of his best — frequently shown 
by him in his winning Engelheart Cup groups. Well acclimatised here. Recom-
mended. $20.00 
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BANDIT (Brogden, N.Z.) 
An excellent reliable N.Z. raised variety. 

BIG BOY 4WR (Richardson, U.K.) 3 Gay Time x Arbar 
A good mid-season double like Acropolis but flowers earlier. Also more vigorous 
and less virus prone than that variety. We have used Big Boy in our winning dou- 
ble entries many times. Probably not in Premier class but fills a gap. 	$5.00 

BIG JOHN 1YW (Evans, U.S.A.) 3 Day Dream x Bethany 
One of the best reversed bicolours. Tall in growth, very vigorous. Large flower, 
lacking the refinement of its relative Sweet Prince, but good nonetheless, $12.50 

BLENHEIMER 2YY (Marshall, N.Z.) 3-4 Easter Moon x Empress of Ireland 
A lemon flower bred from two whites. Produces a good proportion of well 
shaped Show blooms. Following Brian Duncan's suggestion we are using this 
cultivar in our 1YY breeding programme. Neat perianth and a truly lovely cup 
much admired by those who like the lighter colours. 	 $6.00 

BLOSSOM 4W0 (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Seedling x Seedling 
We refer to this variety as Jim's breeder as it is giving promising results as a 
parent. Also sought after as a show bloom. Excellent petals and even inner 
petaloids interspersed white and orange. Few to go. 	 $10.00 

BOUQUET 4WP (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Seedling x Fintona 
Perhaps the best New Zealand Double yet released. A consistent well-shaped 
flower with the inner petaloids in interesting range of apricot, lemon and pink. 
Proving to be an excellent breeder carrying both pistil and anthers. $10.00 

BRIXTON 2WY (Parr, N.Z.) 3 
An old variety but still very popular. Nice perianth, milk-white and solid yellow 
tubular cup with a neat roll. One of the most vigorous varieties in our garden. 

$2.00 

BROOMHILL 2W VV (Broad, U.K.) 3-4 Easter Moon x Knoviehead 
One of the highest ranked of the British raised with many awards to its credit, 
Very white and smooth with waxy substance. Only medium sized as grown here 
but good enough to be in many of our winning collections at the National Show. 
Few to go. $20.00 

BUNCLODY 2YR (Lea, U.K.) 4 Revelry x (Nanking x Ambergate) 
A valuable late flowering red-yellow. The perianth is broad and overlapping with 
bluntly, rounded petals. The cup is solid red to the base. Medium sized with us, 
but up to collection standard. 	 $5.00 

BUTTERFLOWER 2YY (Mitsch, U.S.A.) 2 Alchemy x Butterscotch 
A large mid-yellow flower. Round much overlapped petals, broad expanded cup. 
Carried on strong stem. Foliage is like flax, excellent bulbs. We consider this one 
of the best American raised and has been used frequently in winning U.S.A. col-
lections at the National Shows. Highly recommended. $8.00 
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BUTTERSCOTCH 2YY (Mitsch, U.S.A.) 2 Golden Torch x Galway 
A well coloured flower, somewhat like its parent, Galway. Has a good reputation 
in the U.S.A. but curls its petals with us. Nonetheless useful in American raised 
classes, as it gives a good splash of bright gold. Wonderful bulb, good for garden 
display. $5.00 

CAIRNGORM 2YW (Richardson, U.K.) 4 Camelot x Daydream 
An unusual colour break — deep lemon perianth slightly pointed, with a white 
halo as it meets the cup which is diffused with amber-pink tonings. Useful at the 
later shows. 	 $5.00 

CAMEO GOLD 1YY (Bell, N.Z.) 3 Dawngold x Gold Shower 
A mid season trumpet which took a long time to settle. However now gives neat 
show blooms from very healthy foliage. A useful standby for those short on all 
yellows. 	 $5.00 

CELTIC GOLD 2YY (Richardson, U.K.) 4-5 Golden Aura x Camelot 
One of Mrs Richardson's last releases from Waterford, originally purchased 
under number. Now well established at the forefront of late flowering all yellows, 
frequently used in our winning entries at the South Island National. Still scarce, 
our stock is healthy — bulbs as hard as golf balls. 	 $30.00 

CERES 2WY (O'More, N.Z.) 4 Green Island x Chinese White 
With Modulux and Welcome, Ceres completes a great trio of late flowering 
2WY's. We have had lots of Premiers with this one, as has its raiser, Premier 
S.I.National, 1982 when shown in winning International trophy class. Highly 
recommended. $10.00 

CHARITY MAY 6YY (Coleman, U.K.) 3 Mitylene x Cyclamineus A.M. 
Still one of the better cyclamineus hybrids as it proved when taking Premier of its 
division at Springworld. Beautifully reflexed gold flower — everyone's favourite. 

$3.00 

CHECKMATE 2YR (Bell, N.Z.) 3 Dunkeld x Burgundy P.C. 
Not strongly coloured, but good substance and form makes it useful. There are 
better ones in this division but still of value for amateur growers and for 
breeding. 	 $3.00 

CICERO 2WY (O'More, N.Z.) 1 Trousseau x Lochin 
One of the first show blooms to flower in our garden. Flat, white petals and a 
buff-lemon cup. Has taken Premiers at early shows despite a tendency to flower 
on short stems. Needs frequent wattering. Under rated. 	 $5.00 

CLEAR GOLD (54/67) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Golden Dale x 61/57 
Another of Jim O'More's excellent trumpets. Ajax perianth of great substance 
provides the backdrop for a graceful, slender trumpet neatly rolled at the mouth. 
Clear gold colour throughout. Many Premiers to its credit. Consistent. Few to go. 

$25.00 

COOLAH 2WP (Radcliffe, Aus.) 3 Roselands x Rosegem 
This is one of our favourite pinks. The white perianth has thick substance and 
seldom nicks. The well proportioned long cup is of clear, pale pink. A beautiful 
flower proven in top class company. One or two only. 	 $15.00 

CYPHER (61/62) 2W-WWY (O'More, N.Z.) 4-5 Green Island x Chinese White 
Very late flowering rimmed variety which was Premier in its division at the 
Spring Festival Show in Christchurch in 1984. The petals are pure white and 
broad. The cup is circular with a lovely rim. 	 $15.00 

DANGER 2YR (Brogden, N.Z.) 3 Feature x Falstaff 
The fiery colour of Danger makes it stand out. Big, bold and showy, the round 
perianth- is deep gold and the cup is broad, bright red. When well grown can be 
ribby but has so much substance that it can be dressed to perfection. A 'banker' 
for colour in collection classes. $20.00 

DAYDREAM 2YW (Mitsch, U.S.A.) Binkie x (King of the North x Content) 
Strong growing plant, still the standard 2YW for most exhibitors. Wins more 
prizes than any other in this division. The lemon petals are smooth as silk and the 
cup soon fades to milk white. A must for show and breeding. 	 $5.00 

DEAR ME 2WP (Piper, Aus.) 2 Keera x Bon Rose 
Famous Australian raised with perhaps the best shade of pink of any. Smallish 
flowers of near perfect form carried on strong stem, excellent carriage. One of our 
favourites proving to be an outstanding parent here and across the Tasman. 

$10.00 
DEMAND 2YY (Phillips, N.Z.) 

Easily the best of the late Philip Phillips' introductions. Brightly coloured and 
smooth with the cup slightly deeper gold than the petals. Great substance, bright 
green foliage and solid bulb. Many Premier Awards, including N.I.National, 
1982. A must for serious exhibitors, $25.00 

DIMITY 3YR (Jackson, Aus.) 2 Vanity x (Narvik x Kai) 
We continue to grow Dimity as it is a true small cup. Nice clear colour and good 
form. Perhaps not as good as Red Ember or Achduart but often shown as flowers 
earlier than those two. Features in Jackson's breeding programme. 	$10.00 
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DOVE WINGS 6WY (Coleman, U.K.) Mitylene x Cyclamineus AM 
Well reflexed milk white petals and neat three-quarter length lemon cup. Free in- 
creaser — ideal for rockeries as well as show. 	 $1.00 

FIJI 4YY (Richardson, U.K.) 2 Falaise x Ceylon 
A lightly coloured, well formed double, still valuable for collections. Not always 
consistent but very vigorous. We have good, clean stock. 	 $5.00 

DRUMBOE 2W-P (Wilson, U.K.) 3-4 Tryst x (Cotterton x Broughshane) 
Large flower with broad circular perianth and biscuity coloured expanded cup. 
Much under-rated in our view — Premier pink S.I.National as recently as 1982. 
Vigorous. 	 $5.00 

DRUMRUNIE 2YR (Lea, U.K.) 3 (Tolosa x Spry) x Vulcan 
Lovely, large brightly coloured blooms carried on tall stems. Has appeared 
regularly in its raiser's Engelheart Cup group. Round flowers, bright red rims to 
the cup. Few only. 	 $12.00 

EGMONT SNOW 2WW (Brogden, N.Z.) 4 
One of Brogden's best releases to date. A vigorous cultivar with none of the 
maladies of others in its division. The petals are shovel shaped and broad with 
lovely substance. The cup is neat and rolled at the end, clearly a division two and 
not a failed trumpet. The cup opens bright lemon but soon fades to all white. 
Highly recommended. $25.00 

EILDON 2W0 (O'More, N.Z.) 5 Chinese White x Green Island 
A late flowering, orange banded variety which is useful for show and breeding. 
Broad pure white petals. Flat cup, lemon at base and bright orange band. 	$5.00 

ENVOY 3W-0 (Brogden, N.Z.) 4 
A much under rated small cup which is still widely used. The broad perianth has 
well overlapped segments; the cup lies almost flat and has a delicious bright 
orange band. A large flower which is also proving valuable in our breeding pro-
gramme. $5.00 

EMPRESS OF IRELAND 1WW (Guy Wilson, U.K.) 3-4 Guardian x Kanchenjunga 
F.C.C. 

This famous variety is so well-known that it hardly needs describing. Although 
registered in 1952 it continues to beat the best in its division — indeed was best 
bloom at the Late Show in 1983. Now established as the outstanding parent of 
White daffodils. $3.00 

FALSTAFF 2YR (Richardson, U.K.) 2 Ceylon x (Narvik x Marksman) A.M. 
One of the brightest red cups. Medium sized but of excellent form. A must for 
beginners and still needed for serious exhibitors. Clean stock, vigorous. 	$3.00 

GAELIC GOLD (87/62) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Principal x Goldcourt 
Very healthy, strong variety with a good show background. Consistent and with 
its bright colouring is always much admired. Few to go. 	 $10.00 

EMPRESS OF IRELAND (Guy Wilson,U.K.) 
Best bloom Late Show. 

GAY SONG 4WW (Richardson, U.K.) 4 Gay Time x Brussels 
A famous variety which we consider to be amongst the best of the Richardson 
doubles. Has won many prizes in New Zealand and overseas. Healthy foliage and 
a good bulb. 	 $20.00 

GLASTON 2W0 (Phillips, N.Z.) 2 
A useful white-orange, early for its division. Comes in for collections at a time 
when others are scarce in this colour break. Excellent bulb and plant, vigorous 
growth habit. We have a large stock to clear. $3.00 
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GLEN HOPE (47/73) 2WW (O'More, N.Z.) 2 Snowshill x Empress of Ireland 
One of several good ones raised from this cross. Produces a large number of con-
sistently good show blooms. The petals are spade shaped, well overlapped, while 
the corona is goblet in form, with a tidy roll. Sister seedling of White Ember. 

$15.00 
GLENLEE 2WW (O'More, N.Z.) 1 Bridal Rose x Petsamo 

Medium sized milk white flowers. Broad perianth and a lovely neatly rolled cup, 
Valuable for early shows. Not easy to grow but worth persevering with. Another 
breeder. 	 $5.00 

GOLD BANK 2YY (Brogden, N.Z.) 3 Goldscript x Arctic Gold 
Smooth, well coloured flowers carried on a strong stem. The bright gold blooms 
have even petals and a neat mid-length cup which is neatly rolled. Many awards 
to its credit. Vigorous. 	 $5.00 

GOLD CAMEO (25/67) 1YY 3 (O'More, N.Z.) Belmont x 22/54 
We have a high regard for this trumpet, which is a sister to Gold Plate and Gold 
Quest. Large flowers with a high proportion fit for exhibiting. Included in our 
placed entry in the Australasian Championship. Easily under rated, a 'banker' in 
our collection. $20.00 

GOLD PLATE (24/67) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 2 Belmont x 22/54 
Our brightest gold trumpet. The large flowers are neatly formed and have ex-
cellent substance. The petals are perhaps a little narrow for some tastes, but we 
rank this variety highly. We think it will be much appreciated in the Northern 
Hemisphere. $10.00 

GOLD QUEST (70/67) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 4 Belmont x 22/54 
One of our most consistent yellow trumpets which has the added advantage of 
flowering well after most yellows are finished. The perianth is 'Viking' style and 
the cup is long and well shaped, finished with a neat flange. Highly recommend-
ed. $20.00 

GOLD TAN (59/67) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 3 24/52 x 61/57 
We hesitate to single out one of Jim O'More's yellows as "his best" but if we did 
this would certainly be in contention. A large flower with excellent substance; 
the colour is deep gold throughout. The petals are slightly hooded and nicely 
rounded at the tips. The trumpet is bold with a lovely roll. Highly recommended. 

$25.00 

GOLD TRAY (77/61) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Braemar x 22/54 
A very large smooth bloom. The Ace of Spades perianth complements the heavi- 
ly rolled trumpet, which has even serrations. Worth growing  —  is vigorous and 
healthy. Often in our winning yellow trumpet collections. 	 $15.00 

GOLDEN AURA 2YY (Richardson, U.K.) 3 Halo Open Pollinated 
Another Irish beauty. Deep gold round flowers carried on strong stems. Many 
awards over the years and still wins more than its share. Now also proving to be a 
good seed and pollen parent. Excellent bulbs. 	 $3.00 

GOLDEN GLEN (73/57) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Principal x Kingscourt 
This is one of Jim O'More's older varieties but is still amongst his best. Deep gold 
flowers carried on tall stems. The petals have heavy substance and seldom nick. 
Sister to Interflora. 	 $10.00 

GOLDEN HOPE (29/64) 2YY (O'More, N.Z.) Goldscript x Mulrany 
A striking large cup of good show form. The petals are smooth and neatly form-
ed. The cup is slightly deeper gold than the perianth and has a pleated, three 
quarter length formation. One of our show reliables. Outstanding constitution. 
Premier 2YY Cambridge, 1979, 1983. 	 $15.00 

GOLDEN LOTUS 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Cromarty x Wexford 
In the "filler" category rather than best bloom. Nonetheless it is surprising how 
often we use this mid-yellow trumpet. Excellent constitution makes it a must for 
beginners. 	 $3.00 

GOLDEN ORBIT (El) 4YR (Heazlewood, Aus.) 1 
Not the brightest double on the market, but is required because of its earliness. 
The flowers are well formed, neat petaloids, and a good back. Opens readily. 
Healthy flax like foliage and good bulbs. 	 $3.00 

GOLDEN VENTURE (13/62) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 2 Darnaway x Mulrany 
Mid-yellow early bloom. One of the first through the ground — its huge shoots 
motivate us for the pleasures of spring. The petals are broad and even, rounded at 
the tips. Excellent substance, and reasonably consistent. Large and hard bulbs. 
Best bloom Eastbourne 1978, has also won Premiers when grown by novices. A 
good starter for new growers as has few vices. 	 $5.00 

GUIDING LIGHT 2WW (Brogden, N.Z.) 3 
Not a large flower but is near perfect. The pure white flowers glisten in the garden 
and on the show bench. Has a string of Premiers to its credit, no doubt due to its 
immaculate form. Performing well in the U.S.A. Not easy to grow but worth 
persevering with. One of the very best in this division. $25.00 
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BEAUVALLON (Lloyd, U.K.) 
One of the latest U.K. red and yellow doubles 

— for future release by Koanga Daffodils. 

KEN'S DOUBLE 4WY (Heazlewood, Aus.) 4 
Late mid-season flower of good form, white and yellow with neatly spaced 
petaloids. On today's standards medium sized flowers. Ideal for collection en- 
tries. Strong plant. We hold the only stock in N.Z. Priced to sell. Recommended. 

$6.00 

KAPUNI 1YY (Yeates, N.Z.) 3 
Yet another good Kiwi trumpet daffodil, raised by one of the country's leading 
growers. Very large mid-yellow flowers of consistent form, nicely posed on long 
stems. Produces a high proportion of show blooms. Useful. 	 $4.00 

KASIA 2YR (Jackson, Aus.) 3 Seedling x Seedling 
One of our favourite flowers which has won very many Premier and Best Bloom 
awards. Clear colours, albeit not very bright, but the perfect form compensates 
for the lack of colour. The flower has excellent substance and glistens in the 
garden and on the show bench. As Wilson Stewart said of it when he judged at 
Christchurch in  1981, some flowers simply stand out. Highly recommended. 

$10.00 

KAZUKO 3WR (O'More, N.Z.) 3-4  Vieva  x  Matapan? 
The breeding of this is uncertain but probably Vieva x Matapan. The good 
qualities of both parents are revealed here — broad petals of silky white 
substance, solid red cup slightly expanding. Clearly a small cup. In some seasons 
the cup has yellow specks but this is a small disadvantage. Very many Premiers 
— good bulbs, quick of reproduction. $10.00 

HARVEST GOLD (75/76) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 2 Crotnarty x Kingscourt 
A very large golden trumpet. The petals are pointed and a little narrow, but of 
good form nonetheless. The trumpet is elegantly formed, narrow at the waist and 
with a sweet roll. There are better trumpets but we use this one often in collec-
tions. 	 $4.00 

HIGHFIELD BEAUTY 8YR (Mott, Aus.) 3 
A famous tazetta hybrid which dominates its division. 2-4 large flowers neatly ar- 
ranged on a strong stem. Lemon perianth, almost round and tiny light red cup. A 
must in every collection. Vigorous, reproduces quickly. 	 $2.00 

IBERIA 1YY (Bell, N.Z.) 3 Ranalagh x Val D'or 
We are never short of good mid-season yellow trumpets but Iberia is one we 
won't be without. The flowers are of excellent balance and are bright gold. The 
Ace of Spades petals are complemented by a slender trumpet of good propor-
tions. Recommended as a winner of many premiers. $5.00 

INTERFLORA (74/57) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 2 Principal x Kingscourt 
Lighter coloured than sister seedling, Golden Glen, but has the better form of the 
two. Many show awards because of the near perfect perianth and well shaped 
trumpet. Occasionally has a reversed petal — hence the name — but this fault is 
easily dressed. One of our favourites. 	 $10.00 

IMMACULATE 2WW (Jackson, Aus.) 4 (Green Valley x Tetecta) x (Tudor Ministrel 
x Arnoreate) 

The best 2WW yet released by the Jacksons. Pure white and of exceptionally good 
form. Innumerable Premier and Best Bloom awards in Australia and New 
Zealand. Now proving an exceptional breeder — its progeny were in both 
Jackson's winning Australasian Championship group at Springworld and one of 
our own raising was in the first prize group at Spring Festival in Christchurch. A 
must for every serious grower. $35.00 

IRISH MINISTREL 2WY (Richardson, U.K.) 3 Green Island x Tudor Ministrel 
Excellent contrast and while not the most consistent, a producer of many fine 
show flowers. Likes wet seasons, as cockles if too dry. An older cultivar but 
worthwhile still. Vigorous. 	 $1.00 

JUEL (72/69) 2YR (Jackson, Aus.) 3 Tanais x (Mars x Ceylon) 
Not brightly coloured, but clear. A consistent producer of fine flowers, round 
petals, wide cup with nicely serrated edges. Often used in medal winning collec- 
tions. 	 $8.00 
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KINSMAN 3YR (Free, N.Z.) 4 Merry King x Sdg 
We are pleased to be able,to offer this fine small cup raised by the late Syd Free. 
The shovel shaped bright lemon perianth is broad and of excellent substance. The 
cup is expanding with a yellow centre and a nicely toned red edge. We believe this 
to be amongst the best in its division. Good healthy stock — only one or two to 
go. $35.00 

KRISHNA 3WR (Brogden, N.Z.) 3 Tongahoe x Zenobia 
An older variety which we continue to grow for breeding and show purposes. 
Medium sized, excellent crinkly bright red cup. Worth a place in all collections. 

$5.00 

KUDOS 2Y-YYR (Jackson, Aus.) 4 Bilboa x (Demure x Rave) 
This variety has not quite lived up to its reputation in our garden, but we have 
seen some quite spectacular blooms grown elsewhere. Round petals, with an ex-
panded almost flat cup banded with bright red. Useful in a scarce sub-division. 
We have a vigorous, large stock and we price it to sell as it may do better 
elsewhere. $5.00 

LEMON CANDY 2YW (Richardson, U.K.) 4 Camelot x Daydream 
Amongst Mrs Richardson's last releases, this is a well formed variety. Opens pure 
lemon and the cup gradually fades to milk-white. Round perianth with a large, ex-
panding frilled cup. Can be coarse if over fed, but is very useful. We think this is 
a flower of the future. Premier N.I.National, Lower Hutt, 1981. $15.00 

LOCH ASSYNT 3WR (Lea, U.K.) 4 Syracuse x Arbar Selfed 
A splendid small cup with glistening white petals and a tiny cup rimmed with red. 
Regularly included in winning groups in the later shows. Has the added advan- 
tage of being a proven breeder in the late Mr Lea's programme. 	$20.00 

LOCH HOPE 2YR (Lea, U.K.) 2 (Tanera x Air Marshal) x Vulcan 
Perhaps the most famous show bloom raised in recent years — several times best 
bloom at R.H.S. shows in London and now a proven winner in New Zealand and 
the U.S.A. The petals are glistening gold and the cup is of the deepest red. Very 
seldom nicks and produces one of the highest proportions of show blooms of any 
in this division. Needs time to mature and at its best in sunny seasons. A must. 
Good healthy stock. $20.00 

LOCH OWSKWEICH 2YR (Lea, U.K.) 3 (Bastion x (Nanking x Ambergate) x 
Caramia) 

A neat flower of good size. Bright yellow petals and a goblet shaped brick red 
cup. Not as much character as some others, nevertheless a good collection varie- 
ty. Vigorous, good stock. 	 $5.00 

LORDSHIP 1YY (Verry, N.Z.) 3 
Bright golden flowers carried on strong stems. A consistent producer to top 
quality blooms, this is amongst the better New Zealand varieties. We have a good 
clean stock. 	 $10.00 

LOVE CHILD (21/69) 2WY (O'More, N.Z.) 3 My Love x Open Polinated 
Named with tongue in cheek given its breeding, An improved My Love with bet-
ter colouring and substance — nor do the anthers flare. A flower with a big 
future, good breeder. Few to go. 	 $18.00 

MATIKA 3WR (Jackson, Aus.) 2 Signal Light x Jo 
An early flowering jewel in the garden. The perianth is broad with round tips, the 
corona fiery red. A consistent producer of fine show blooms. Has taken best 
bloom awards on both sides of the Tasman. Few to go. 	 $5.00 

MERRIDDEE 2WY (Brogden, N.Z.) 3 
Good sized blooms with neat bright yellow goblet shaped cups. Round perianth, 
slightly reflexing. Has very long stems which require careful staking. This is an 
under rated cultivar. Reproduces quickly. 	 $3.00 

MODULUX 2WY (Phillips, N.Z.) 4-5 
With Ceres and Welcome we believe New Zealand has a tremendous trio of late 
flowering bicolours when Modulux is added. Broad, glistening, well rounded 
perianth sets off a lovely expanding chrome yellow cup. Few vices, strong healthy 
foliage and bulb. Included in our winning Spring Festival Trophy in Christchurch 
in 1984 and many National Premiers to its credit. A good stock allows a moderate 
price. $9.00 

MONTERICCO 4WR (Richardson, U.K.) 4-5 Falaise x Arbor 
A good large white and red flower similar to Gay Challenger but much later. 
Ideal for collection classes at late shows. 	 $5.00 

MT FABER 1WW (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Sincerity x Carnlough 
A very strong white trumpet with none of the basal rot problems so often 
prevalent amongst this division. Excellent perianth and large rolled trumpet. In- 
cluded in our placed Australasian "six" at Springworld. Valuable. 	$5.00 

OCEAN MIST 1WW (Phillips, N.Z) 2 
A good white although a difficult customer to grow well. Needs plenty of water 
— always at its best in wet seasons. Useful in a weak division. 	 $5.00 

OKATO (65/70) 2WR (O'More, N.Z.) 4-5 Daze x Arbor 
The showiest bloom in our garden which always attracts comment. Large petals, 
shovel shaped with thick substance. The cup is bright orange, expanded and lying 
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almost flat on the petals. In some seasons flecked with yellow. Stems are like tree 
trunks. Very few to go. 	 $25.00 

OROTAVO 4YY (LRichardson, U.K.) 2 Falaise x Kings Ransom 
Best described as an improved Fiji — Better substance and colour. Premier stan- 
dard at the early shows. Good formation of round petals. 	 $10.00 

PAKATOA 3W-WWR (Lewis, N.Z.) 4 
Like the girl with the curl, when good, very good, when bad, horrid! A 
fascinating flower with broad petals, and flat orange-red rimmed cup, heavily 
serrated. Several Premiers but not consistent. This one is for the dedicated 
grower; yet for all its vices we would not part with this highly decorative variety. 
Strong and vigorous. $5.00 

PINK CANDY (81/59) 2WP (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Topic x Tarago Pink 
We list this one because of its splendid constitution. Flax like foliage and neat 
flowers with pretty pink cups. Good for show and in clumps. 	 $2.00 

PINK ERA (102/62) 2WP (O'More, N.Z.) 4 Vasey x Tarago Pink 
Late flowering pink of good form and substance, often used in our winning pink 
collections. The petals are well shaped of milky white colouring, while the cup is 
slightly deeper than coral pink. Very useful flower. 	 $20.00 

QUASAR (Evans, U.S.A.) 
An outstanding U.S.A. raised pink. 

QUASAR 2WP (Evans, U.S.A.) Cordial x Precedent 
We are proud to list this American pink which we rank along with Vahu and 
Dailmanach as the tops in this division. The perianth is broad, pure white and 
with the kind of substance hoped for but rarely found in modern pinks. The cup 
is nicely expanded with even serrations, and is deep water melon pink, slightly 

softer at the base. A vigorous plant with good bulbs. Many awards already in 
N.Z. including Premiers at Late Show, Hamilton and Spring Festival Christ- 
church. We are certain that this is a flower of the future. Only two or three to go. 

$95.00 

RAMESES 2WR (Richardson, U.K.) 4 Kilworth x Rockall 
A classic large cup from this famous cross. Produces fine show flowers of good 
form and substance. Not as widely grown as it deserves to be. 	 $5.00 

RECITAL 2WP (Mitsch, U.S.A.) 3 Carita x Tangent 
One of our strongest mid-season pinks which has a fine show record. Large 
blooms on strong stems, its outstanding feature is the bowl shaped pure pink cup. 
Great in collections and capable of single bloom successes. Recommended. $20.00 

RED CAMEO 2YR (Hamilton, N.Z.) 3-4 jaguar x Rawene 
Max's first registration. A fine show bloom with deep gold, round petals setting 
off a broad, serrated cup of deep brick red. Many show successes including a 
Premier S.I.National, Invercargill. Good constitution and a fine bulb. Highly 
recommended. $25.00  

RED EMBER (75/71) 3YR (O'More, N.Z.) 4 Merry King x 52/64 
The jewel of Jim O'More's releases to date and a definite advance in its Division. 
Deep gold, round perianth with heavy substance. Very smooth. The cup lies flat 
and is glowing, fiery red. Amongst its many successes to date is best bloom S.I. 
National, Invercargill. Included in our winning Spring Festival Trophy, Christ-
church, 1984 where it pushed the eventual Best Bloom. Achduart, very hard in-
deed. This will be a lasting tribute to one of New Zealand's greatest raisers. Our 
stock is healthy and vigorous, although like many small cups the bulbs are not 
large. We have built our numbers carefully and can release half a dozen. $50.00 

RED ERA (74/71) 3YR (O'More, N.Z.) 4-5 Merry King x (Chungking x 47/56) 
A sister to the great Red Ember which their raiser actually rates the better of the 
pair. Clear lemon petals, broad shovel shaped. The cup is expanded and has a 
clear orange-red rim. Flowers late, therefore of value to the serious exhibitor. 
Highly recommended. Few to go. 	 $35.00. 

RED FANCY (35/72) 2YR (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Sharif x Hot Stuff 
A very consistent variety. The petals are shovel shaped and well overlapped. 
Globular cup deep red to the base, neatly pleated with hardly any roll. A good 
show bloom. 	 $12.00 

RED FLAME (17/71) 2YR (O'More, N.Z.) 2 Red Baron x Firecracker 
One of the best results from Jim O'More's endeavours to improve this Division. 
Glowing golden petals, shovel shaped with bluntly rounded petals. Bowl shaped 
cup of medium red throughout. One of our favurites, many show successes. 

$12.00 
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RED GEM (26/58) 2YR (O'More, N.Z.) Dunkeld x Alamein 
A vigorous plant for garden and showing. Plenty of awards to its credit, a 
favourite amongst novices because of its consistency. Light lemon petals contrast 
well with bright sparkling red cup. Attractive and well priced to clear a largish 
stock. $3.00 

RED HAZE (16/69) 2YR (O'More, N.Z.) Spelter x Tekapo 
In some catalogues this would appear as an "All Red" as the petals take on a 
bronze-red haze as the flower ages. We consider it best when fresh hence the 
classification. A good show bloom which has tremendous potential as a breeder. 
Premier 2YR Morrinsville, 1980. Free Producer. $15.00 

RED JOKER (5/66) 2YR (O'More, N.Z.) Naples x Sun Chariot 
This variety is amongst the brightest red-yellows in our garden. Splendid golden 
yellow petals of heavy substance. The cup is fiery red, spreading wide to about 3  A 
of the perianth length, perfectly round. A flower of character, hence its name 
taken from the Joker of the Pack. Recommended. Very few to go. $25.00 

RED MAESTRO (33/70) 3 YR (Caronbell x Navarro 374) x Red Hot 
The biggest and brightest of the O'More reds. Splendid substance which tends to 
be ribby. So thick can be dressed easily. The petals take on a reddish hue and thus 
has breeding potential, 	 $10.00 

RED PROSPECT (R3774) 2YR (Richardson, U.K.) 2 
Bought under number by Mr O'More many years ago and only recently named. 
Clear colours and a bright red cup. Good form, consistent, Many Premiers. Few 
to go. 	 $25.00 

REPLETE 4WP (Evans, U.S.A.) 3 Pink Chiffon x Accent 
A large full petalled double. The colour contrast is excellent — pure white with 
bright pink petaloids. Opens readily, no problems with flower rot or blind buds. 
Recent developments have produced better, but not at this price. Best double. 
N.I.National, New Plymouth, 1982. $20.00 

RISTIN 1YY (Jackson, Aus.) 1 Bene x (Moque x Anukis) 
The harbinger of good show blooms. Lovely substance, gleaming gold petals and 
trumpet which has hardly any roll. Now established as a winner in the U.K. as 
well as Australia and New Zealand. Few to go. 	 $8.00 

ROSEWOOD 1 WP (Heazlewood, Aus.) A15 x Dear Me 
Sent to us by our late friend Ken Heazlewood. This child of DEAR ME is one of the 
deepest pinks we grow. Medium sized, with well formed petals complement the 
long rolled trumpet. Much admired by U.K. growers whom we have sent a few 
bulbs. Breeding strongly coloured flowers. Very few available. $25.00 

SCHAPIRO 2YR (Wilson, U.K.) 4 Playboy x (Indian Summer x Chungking 
An older U.K. variety that we have retained because it flowers later than most 
other red and yellows. Still of sufficient merit to make winning collections. Neat-
ly formed red cup. Complemented by a bright lemon perianth. Breeding some 
nice flowers. 	 $5.00 

SEA MIST (33/69) 3WW (O'More, N.Z.) 5 Portrush x Altyre 
One of the last to flower, usually early enough for the later shows. Magnificent 
perianth of the thickest substance, broad and overlapping. The tiny crinkled cup 
opens lemon and quickly fades to pure white. A lovely bloom — a jewel at this 
time of year. Vigorous. $10.00 

SWEET LUCK 2W0 (Brogden, N.Z.) 3 
It's hard to find good stock of this cultivar, but ours is strong and healthy. The 
flower opens with a delicious vermillion cup which fades only slightly to apricot. 
The unusual colour attracts attention from all our visitors who are also pleased to 
note the fine perianth. We recommend this one highly — the reasonable price 
reflects its ready multiplication. $8.00 

SAFARI 2YR (Richardson, U.K.) 3 Air Marshal x Vulcan 
A useful red cup of heavy substance and good colouring which fills many gaps. 
The petals are mid yellow, the cup is a goblet shaped with pleated edges, no roll. 

$5.00 

SEA DREAM 3WW,(O'More, N.Z.) 4 Nelly x Chinese White 
One of Jim O'More's finest, ranked by Brian Duncan in the top three white small 
cups in commerce. Large silken white, round flowers borne proudly on tall stems. 
Excellent substance, small heavily serrated, even round cup. We cannot speak too 
highly of this fine bloom. Too many awards to list, includes Premier 3WW Spr-
ingworld, 1984. Medium sized, hard bulbs. $12.00 

SILKEN SAILS 2WW (Mitsch, U.S.A.) 4 Green Island x Chinese White 
We are very fond of this large American raised variety. The wide overlapping 
perianth with somewhat pointed segments is pure white. The nearly flat cup 
opens with a lemon rim which soon fades. Amongst the best in its class. 	$7.00 

STOURBRIDGE 2YR (Lea, U.K.) 2 Loch Stac x Majorca 
Good bulbs, excellent growth habit, free flowering variety. High percentage of 
exhibition blooms, makes this a must to grow. Rich yellow perianth with an 
orange cup of good proportions shading down to yellow at the base. One of our 
favourites. $10.00 
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SWEET PRINCE 1YW (Evans, U.S.A.) Daydream x (Lunar Sea x Galway) 
The smoothest in this Division to date. Medium sized with shovel-shaped deep 
lemon petals and well contrasted white cup. We have the only stock of this 
cultivar in N.Z. — shown often in our winning American raised entries. Highly 
recommended. 	 $25.00 

TENSION 3WR (Phillips, N.Z.) 4 
Very striking reddish-orange cup, with a lovely broad white perianth. Not the 
easiest to grow but a certain winner when at its best. Breeding excellent, small 
cups. Scarce. 	 $5.00. 

TIA (120/71) 3YR (Jackson, Aus.) 2 (Dimity x (Redlands x Riana) x (Tando x 
Chungking) 

Best described as an improved Dimity — larger and better colour in the perianth 
which is rich golden yellow. The cup is nicely frilled, intense red. Many Awards 
on both sides of the Tasman, including Premier N.I.National, Howick. Few to 
go. 

TOP NOTCH (B37/7) 2YY (Mitsch, U.S.A.) 4 Playboy x Daydream 
An exquisite bloom with very flat petals of soft glowing lemon, almost translu-
cent. A white halo at the base of the crown enhances the beauty. The cup takes on 
buff and amber tints as it matures. Fascinating flower, valuable as a late yellow. 

$8.00 

TOYOTA 2YY (Simpson, N.Z.) 3 Galway Seedling 
Large golden flowers blooming profusely with extra healthy foliage. The petals 
tend to cockle a little, spoiling an otherwise perfect flower. Can be dressed with 
patience. $2.00 

TRACEY 6WW (Verry, N.Z.) 3 Assisi x Cyclamineus 
A splendid first generation cyclamineus hybrid, bred by one of New Zealand's 
best growers. Pure white, well reflexed, pointed perianth segments. Long, slender 
trumpet with good roll. Scarce. 	 $5.00 

TRENA 6WY (Verry, N.Z.) 1 Assisi x Cyclamineus F. C.C. 
We believe this to be the best cyclamineus hybrid yet released. Perfect swept-back 
rounded petals with a long, slender, bright chrome yellow cup slightly rolled at 
the tip completes a perfect picture. The only N.Z. variety to be awarded a First 
Class certificate. We have healthy stock. A certain winner. $20.00 

TRITON (10/69) 2 WY (Jackson, Aus.) 1 Killymoon x Filia 
An excellent early variety, broad white petals, bluntly rounded of good quality 
and substance, The large cup is of pure lemon with a very frilly cup. Well balanc-
ed, produces many show winners. Free of increases. $6.00 

VELASK (6/70) 2WP (Jackson, Aus.) 1 C. E. Radcliffe x Remis 
Strong white perianth, slightly reflexing. Long, bold cup, nicely serrated. Green 
eye and coppery pink cup. Good carriage, well balanced. The stem is short and 
must be watered regularly. Few to go. 	 $10.00 

VIKING 1YY (Richardson, U.K.) Goldcourt x Kingscourt 
A famous Irish variety which is one of our stand-bys in this strong Division. 
Strong colour and excellent form. Chosen as the lapel badge for the National Daf- 
fodil Society. 	 $5.00 

VODA 3WR (Jackson, Aus.) 2 Arbar x Kin 
A fine, medium sized flower with flat circular white perianth of good texture and 
substance. Flat eye of deep rosy red, Many Premier Awards, a banker in our col-
lection. We have only a few to sell this year. $8.00 

WAIPAOA 3WR (Johnston, N.Z.) Matapan x Tension 
A fine small cup raised by an amateur grower. Very attractive blooms. Slightly 
reflexed, snow white petals, and a brilliant orange-red tiny cup. We rate this 
highly for showing and breeding. Shown in our Australasian entry, Springworld 
1984. Few only. $25.00 

WYBALENA 4W0 (Heazlewood, Aus.) 2 Glowing Red x Stromboli 
An early double, beautifully formed and with quite unique orange-vermillion col- 
ouring. Perfect white perianth inner segments evenly formed. Excellent bulb, 
strong stems, free flowering. 	 $10.00 

YELLOW DALE (43/58) 1YY (O'More, N.Z.) 3 Cromarty x Kingscourt 
A fine large yellow trumpet with a great constitution. The large perianth 
segments are smooth and clean, and thick, waxy substance. Very useful collec-
tion flower which will prove to be a wonderful garden variety. 	$6.00 

YELLOW GIFT 1 YY (O'More, N.Z.) Cromarty x Kingscourt 
This flower has a very broad mid yellow perianth. The segments meet at the 
back, waxy texture. The cup is bold, with a neat even roll, has won at every level 
including Best Bloom S.I.National. Vigorous $10.00 

ZISKA 1YY (Jackson, Aus.) 1 Warbin x (Maweena x Rowe11a) 
An early flowering bright yellow trumpet. Much admired. The flowers are 
medium sized to large, uniform clear gold. Perianth segments are overlapping, 
touching at the back and very smooth. The cup is nicely rolled at the mouth. 
Breeding potential. $10.00 

$15.00 
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CONDITIONS OF SALE 

1. All orders will be executed in order of their receipt. Orders should be placed 
prior to February 1. 

2. Orders will be posted in January-February, 
3. Postage is free on New Zealand orders over $80. 00. Please add $3.00 for 

postage and packaging otherwise. 
4. Postage on overseas orders should be added as follows: 

USA — 1 bulb : $4.00 
2-5 bulbs : $7.00 
5 -9 bulbs : $15.00 
10+ bulbs : $17.50 

UK — 1 bulb : $6.00 
2-5 bulbs : $10.00 
5-9 bulbs : $15.00 
10+ bulbs : $20,00 
All overseas bulbs are posted airmail. We advise overseas clients to plant on ar-
rival. 

5. Cash with orders is much appreciated. Cheques should be made out to Koanga 
Daffodils. 

6. All prices cited are in New Zealand dollars. As the exchange rate fluctuates fre-
quently, we do not quote in other currency. 

7. Please note on your order if you do not want substitute bulbs if your choice(s) 
are sold out. 
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